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Comparison of structure and hydration stability of pairs of

chiral and racemic binary cocrystals indicates that the racemic

solid is more stable than the chiral one; we illustrate that this

difference might arise from intermolecular (crystal packing)

factors in one case, while intramolecular (molecular conforma-

tion) factors are more significant in the other.

Recent years have witnessed a rapid growth of interest in

multi-component crystals (cocrystals)1,2 as functional solid-

state materials.3–5 Whereas it has been established that a

particular cocrystal former can bring about a significant

enhancement of a solid-state property,6 the selection of co-

crystal components is still largely a matter of trial-and-error

rather than design.7 With our interest in constructing cocrys-

tals as pharmaceutical and functional materials, we have

recently begun exploring general rules connecting the physi-

cochemical properties of cocrystals to their crystal and mole-

cular structures. In that context, we decided to address the

effect of symmetry on the stability of cocrystals.8 Our interest

in symmetry was motivated in part by an empirical rule related

to single-component molecular crystals. According to the so-

called Wallach’s rule, a racemic crystal is expected to have a

higher density than its chiral counterpart.9 As a result of more

efficient packing, the overall stability of the crystal is antici-

pated to follow the same trend. To establish whether such a

rule would exist for cocrystals, we decided to contrast the

physicochemical properties of chiral and racemic forms of

cocrystals10 based on the model APIs theophylline (tp) and

caffeine (caf) (Scheme 1).11

Pairs12 of racemic and chiral cocrystals were obtained by

combining the model APIs with racemic and chiral forms of

tartaric (D- and DL-ta) and malic acids (D- and DL-ma).z We

were particularly interested in observing possible differences in

a pharmaceutically important13 physicochemical property:

stability towards hydration.y Cocrystallisation from solution

did not provide cocrystals with either D- or DL-ma, and we

turned to liquid-assisted grinding as a more efficient synthetic

method, which was previously used to obtain cocrystals of tp

and caf with ta.11,14

Synthesis by liquid-assisted grinding was straightforward

for all cocrystals,15 as evidenced by the powder X-ray diffrac-

tion (PXRD) patterns of the products being distinct from

those of the starting materials.8,10 Exploring different stoichio-

metric ratios of components during grinding indicated that the

cocrystals had compositions (tp)�(D-ma), (tp)�(DL-ma),

(caf)�(D-ma) and (caf)�(DL-ma). That all synthesized solids were

cocrystals, and not salts, was verified by solid-state CP-MAS
15N NMR.16–18

The hydration stability of the cocrystals was assessed by

exposure to relative humidity levels of 43, 75 and 98% over a

period of seven days, with possible changes monitored using

PXRD. In all cases the racemic cocrystal was found to be more

resistant to hydration than the single-enantiomer form

(Table 1). In order to qualitatively rationalise these results,

we have turned to crystal structure analysis of the racemic and

chiral cocrystals. Comparison of previously reported crystal

structures11 of (tp)2�(D-ta) and (tp)2�(DL-ta) suggests that, in

this particular case, the difference in stabilities is related to the

efficiency of molecular packing. The calculated density for

(tp)2�(DL-ta) (1.59 g cm�3) is significantly higher than for its

chiral analogue (tp)2�(D-ta) (1.51 g cm�3). This difference in

packing efficiency is related to a difference in topologies of

hydrogen-bonded networks in the racemic (doubly interwoven

ribbons) and chiral cocrystal (triply interwoven helical chains).

Since there are no significant differences in molecular confor-

mation of ta between the two cocrystals, we conclude that the

difference in stability of (tp)2�(D-ta) and (tp)2�(DL-ta) results

from differences in their supramolecular architecture.

This observation made us particularly interested in the

structures of chiral and racemic cocrystals (tp)�(D-ma) and

(tp)�(DL-ma). The similarity of their PXRD patterns (Fig. 1)

suggested isostructurality,19 indicating that the relationship

Scheme 1 Molecular diagrams of cocrystal components theophylline
(tp), caffeine (caf), tartaric acid (ta) and malic acid (ma).
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between symmetry and cocrystal stability could involve factors

related to the local molecular environment. Since single crys-

tals of (tp)�(D-ma) and (tp)�(DL-ma) could not be grown from

solution, we turned to crystal structure solution using PXRD.

Indexing of the (tp)�(DL-ma) PXRD pattern, and subsequent

structure solution, was straightforward.20–22 The structure is

best described in terms of centrosymmetric ring-like assemblies

involving two tp and two ma molecules.z The assemblies are

held together via two O–H� � �N and two N–H� � �O hydrogen

bonds, forming the R4
4(18) hydrogen bonding motif (Fig. 2).

Adjacent assemblies stack to form layers in the crystallo-

graphic [101] plane. Determining the (tp)�(D-ma) structure

was complicated by the similarity of the PXRD pattern with

that of (tp)�(DL-ma). The indexing and structure-solving pro-

cedures consistently suggested two crystallographic unit cells

that were similar and centrosymmetric. Specifically, one of the

solutions resembled the unit cell of (tp)�(DL-ma), whereas the

other one could be derived from it by inverting the handedness

of all ma molecules. Since both solutions were centrosym-

metric, neither could be applied to (tp)�(D-ma). However,

superposition of the two solutions revealed that the site of

ma could be occupied by molecules of either chirality.23

Consequently, a model structure was generated by replacing

all L-molecules in the asymmetric unit of (tp)�(DL-ma) with the

D-isomer, thus eliminating the centre of symmetry and dou-

bling the number of molecules per asymmetric unit (Z0).8 The

obtained structure refined well against the experimental

data,21,24 and its correctness was supported by doubling of

the signals in the 15N and 13C CP-MAS spectra of (tp)�(D-ma),

compared to (tp)�(DL-ma) (Fig. 3), consistent with a two-fold

increase in Z0.

The crystal structure of (tp)�(D-ma) reveals four-membered

units held together by O–H� � �N and N–H� � �O bonds, similar

to the ones observed in (tp)�(DL-ma). In order to accommodate

structural differences between D- and L-ma, one of the ma

molecules participates in the ring using the carboxylic acid moiety

linked to the CH2, rather than the CHOH group. In that way, an

R4
4(19) hydrogen bondmotif is formed (Fig. 4a). Thus, (tp)�(D-ma)

and (tp)�(DL-ma) represent an interesting case of structures having

similar topologies and different connectivity.

The similarity of the overall packing arrangements in (tp)�
(D-ma) and (tp)�(DL-ma) provides little explanation for the

observed difference in stabilities of the two cocrystals. Indeed,

the most obvious difference between the structures is not in the

overall molecular arrangement, but in the molecular confor-

mation of ma. The isostructurality of the two cocrystals

implies that one D-ma molecule in the R4
4(19) motif of (tp)�

(D-ma) adopts a structural role comparable to that of an

L-ma molecule in the R4
4(18) motif of (tp)�(DL-ma).23 As a result,

this D-mamolecule adopts a conformation that isB15 kJ mol�1

higher in energy than the corresponding molecule in

(tp)�(DL-ma).25,26 The conformation of the other molecule of

D-ma in (tp)�(D-ma) resembles the one in (tp)�(DL-ma) (Fig. 4b

and c). Since 15 kJ mol�1 is a significant difference, compar-

able to the energy of a moderately strong hydrogen bond,27 we

suggest the conformation of ma as the major reason for the

lower stability of (tp)�(D-ma). Presumably, the cocrystal envir-

onment does not completely stabilise the higher energy con-

formation, resulting in lower stability of the cocrystal.28 The

stability difference is also observed in thermal behaviour.29

In summary, our results indicate that hydration stabilities of

chiral and racemic cocrystals30 may follow a trend reminiscent

of Wallach’s rule: the racemic cocrystal appears more stable

than its chiral counterpart.3 The structures of tp cocrystals

studied here illustrate that the difference in stabilities can

result from intermolecular (molecular packing), as well as

Table 1 Hydration stability of chiral and racemic cocrystals12 at
different relative humidity levels over a period of up to 7 daysa

Cocrystal

Relative humidity

43% 75% 98%

(caf)�(D-ma) 7 days 0 days 0 days
(caf)�(DL-ma) 7 days 7 days 0 days
(tp)2�(D-ta)b 7 days 7 days 0 days
(tp)2�(DL-ta)b 7 days 7 days 7 days
(tp)�(D-ma) 7 days 2 days 0 days
(tp)�(DL-ma) 7 days 7 days 7 days

a Numbers in each field indicate the time needed for new reflections to

appear in the PXRD pattern upon exposure to a particular relative

humidity level. b Crystal structure reported in ref. 11.

Fig. 1 PXRD patterns of: (a) (tp)�(D-ma) and (b) (tp)�(DL-ma).

Fig. 2 A single supramolecular ring based on the R4
4(18) hydrogen

bond motif in the crystal structure of (tp)�(DL-ma).

Fig. 3 15N CP-MAS spectra of: (a) (tp)�(DL-ma) and (b) (tp)�(D-ma).
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intramolecular (conformational strain) factors. Clearly, our

results are based on a limited set of cocrystals. Nevertheless,

we believe that a correlation between cocrystal symmetry and

stability is attractive for cocrystal design and worth further

study.y Such a correlation would be useful when selecting

between chiral or racemic cocrystal formers, and the ability to

manipulate cocrystal stability through intramolecular effects

provides a potential route to isostructural materials with

distinct physicochemical properties. That the proposed trend

extends beyond tp cocrystals is evidenced by the relative

hydration stabilities of caffeine cocrystals (caf)�(D-ma) and

(caf)�(DL-ma), as well as a previous study of thermal stability

of ibuprofen cocrystals.8 Since the structures of (caf)�(D-ma)

and (caf)�(DL-ma) are still not known, the structural interpre-

tation of the difference in their stability cannot yet be given.

However, the comparison of PXRD patterns indicates it is

most likely caused by crystal packing effects, similar to (tp)2�
(D-ta) and (tp)2�(DL-ta). We are currently attempting to confirm

this assumption by structure determination from PXRD. In

that context, we note the successful interplay of PXRD and

solid-state NMR as techniques to recognise the distinction

between a cocrystal and a salt, as well as to elucidate the

crystal structure of a molecular solid.
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Notes and references

z D-ma and DL-ma correspond to the (S)- and (RS)-forms of ma; D-ta

and DL-ta are the (S,S)- and (R,R)(S,S)-forms of ta, respectively.
y We note that, whilst hydration stabilities generally do not represent
thermodynamic stabilities, it reasonable to assume that both exhibit
the same qualitative trend for cocrystals within a chiral/racemic pair.
z (tp)�(DL-ma), ambient conditions: l(CoKa) = 1.7889 Å, monoclinic,
space group P21/n, a= 14.9568(5) Å, b=6.0717(2) Å, c=15.5170(5)
Å, b = 106.432(2)1, w2 = 8.536, Rwp = 0.0531, Rp = 0.0422, R(Bragg)

= 0.0589, rcalc = 1.54 g cm�3. CCDC reference number 664989.
8 (tp)�(D-ma), ambient conditions: l(CoKa) = 1.7889 Å, monoclinic,
space group P21, a = 15.8592(7) Å, b = 6.0791(3) Å, c = 14.6549(9)
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